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Highlights
- Healthy adults misattributed touch from hands to feet and vice versa.
- Erroneously reported limbs were of the same body side and type as the touched limb.
- Further, limbs were erroneously chosen based on their position in external space.
- However, the touch’s external-spatial location was irrelevant.
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In Brief
Badde et al. find that healthy adults misattribute touch across hands and feet. These misattributions replicate across five experiments, and modeling links them to perceptual, rather than decision-making, processes. Error patterns reveal that humans disregard the position of a touch in space and use anatomical information when identifying a touched limb.
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SUMMARY

Where we perceive a touch putatively depends on topographic maps that code the touch’s location on the skin [1] as well as its position in external space [2–5]. However, neither somatotopic nor external-spatial representations can account for atypical tactile percepts in some neurological patients and amputees; referral of touch to an absent or anaesthetized hand after stimulation of a foot [6, 7] or the contralateral hand [8–10] challenges the role of topographic representations when attributing touch to the limbs. Here, we show that even healthy adults systematically misattribute touch to other limbs. Participants received two tactile stimuli, each to a different limb—hand or foot—and reported which of all four limbs had been stimulated first. Hands and feet were either uncrossed or crossed to dissociate body-based and external-spatial representations [11–14]. Remarkably, participants regularly attributed the first touch to a limb that had received neither of the two stimuli. The erroneously reported, non-stimulated limb typically matched the correct limb with respect to limb type or body side. Touch was misattributed to non-stimulated limbs of the other limb type and body side only if they were placed at the correct limb’s canonical (default) side of space. The touch’s actual location in external space was irrelevant. These errors replicated across several contexts, and modeling linked them to incoming sensory evidence rather than to decision strategies. The results highlight the importance of the touched body part’s identity and canonical location but challenge the role of external-spatial tactile representations when attributing touch to a limb.

RESULTS

Participants received two successive, supra-threshold vibrotactile stimuli, each to a different, randomly selected limb—hand or foot. They identified the limb stimulated first and responded by a button press with that limb. Usually, participants indicated the correct limb or the limb stimulated second. However, they also regularly reported limbs that had not received either touch. For instance, they responded with a foot after stimulation of the two hands or with a left limb after stimulation of the two right limbs. We refer to these responses as phantom errors, given that the indicated limb had not received peripheral input. To determine the factors that governed these tactile misattributions, we analyzed whether the reported (phantom error) and the correct (first touch) limb corresponded with respect to their limb type, body side, and external-spatial location (Figures 1A and 1B).

Here, we focus on phantom errors, that is, misattributions of touch toward non-stimulated limbs. Since these occurred at low rates (8% of trials), we employed Poisson models for their quantitative analysis. The reported beta weights indicate the predicted difference in phantom-error counts between the compared conditions in log-units.

Phantom Errors Vary with Limb Type and Posture of the Correct Limb

First, we tested whether participants represented the stimulated limb with respect to its type (hand or foot) by contrasting the frequency of misattributions toward limbs of the same (homologous; Figure 1B, dashed, open-head arrows) and other (non-homologous) type as the correct limb. Confusions between crossed, homologous limbs were especially frequent (Figure 1C, gray bars; posture correct limb × limb-type homology, β = 0.43, p < 0.001; see Data S1A for full models of data from this and subsequent experiments). For instance, participants attributed touch to the right hand more often to the non-stimulated left hand when the hands were crossed than when they were uncrossed. Misattributions toward the homologous limb were more prominent for the feet than for the hands for both crossed (type, correct limb, β = 1.02, p < 0.001) and uncrossed (β = 0.38, p < 0.001, Figure 1C, gray bars, lower versus upper part) postures. When participants misattributed touch toward a non-homologous limb, foot-instead-of-hand errors occurred as often as (uncrossed, β = 0.00, p = 0.929) or more often than (crossed, β = 0.31, p < 0.001) hand-instead-of-foot errors (Figure 1C, purple bars, upper versus lower part).

The frequent misattribution of touch to the non-stimulated homologous limb (Figure 1C, gray bars) suggests that participants used the type of the touched limb to represent tactile locations. Yet, the modulation of phantom errors by posture, as well as misattributions toward non-homologous limbs (Figure 1C, purple bars), shows that additional factors must play a role when one attributes touch to a limb.
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Phantom Errors with Non-Homologous Limbs Predominantly Occur with Limbs Placed at the Correct Limb’s Canonical Side of External Space

Finally, we tested the role of external-spatial tactile representations by analyzing the frequency of phantom errors that could not be ascribed to limb-type- and body-side-based representations of the touched limb (Figure 1, dark and light blue). For touch to an uncrossed limb, phantom errors with the non-homologous limb placed at the correct limb’s side of space were more frequent than with limbs placed at the other side of external space (β = 0.54, p < 0.001, Figure 1D uncrossed, dark versus light blue bar). A touch to the uncrossed right hand was misattributed to whichever foot was currently placed at the right side of external space. However, when an uncrossed limb is stimulated, two tactile spatial representations overlap: the actual external-spatial location of the touch and the canonical (default) side of external space. The colored circles illustrate these different categories of phantom errors in the four postures in the case of a touch to the right hand.

Phantom Errors with Non-Homologous Limbs Predominantly Occur with Limbs from the Same Body Side as the Correct Limb

Each limb can be unambiguously described by its limb type and body side (the right hand or the left foot). To examine whether participants used body side to represent the touched limb, we tested whether touch was more often misattributed to limbs from the same body side as the correct limb (Figure 1B, solid, closed-head arrows) than to limbs from the other body side. To avoid a confound with limb type, only misattributions toward non-homologous limbs were considered for this analysis. Indeed, touch was more frequently misattributed to limbs from the same side than from the other body side as the correct limb (body side, uncrossed, β = 0.46, p < 0.001; crossed, β = 0.49, p < 0.001; Figure 1D, red versus blue bars). For example, a touch to the right hand was more likely misattributed to the right than to the left foot. Thus, participants represented the touched limb also with respect to its body side.
correspond to opposite sides of external space (Figure 1B, X-II and X-X, dotted arrows). Phantom-error responses were more frequent with non-homologous limbs (of the other body side) placed at the correct limb’s canonical side of external space than with limbs placed at the correct limb’s actual side of external space ($\beta = 0.14$, $p < 0.001$, Figure 1C crossed, light versus dark blue bar). For instance, after stimulation of the crossed right hand, participants reported the foot placed at the right side, even though the touch was located at the left side of external space. Thus, touch was misattributed toward limbs placed at the correct limb’s canonical side of external space, implying that not the touch but the reported limbs were represented external spatially.

The effects of canonical side of external space and body side (Figure 1A) were not additive (hemispace $\times$ body side, uncrossed, $\beta = 0.37$, $p < 0.001$; crossed, $\beta = 0.31$, $p < 0.001$). Yet, pairwise comparisons confirmed the influence of either factor in the absence of the other (Data S1B).

In sum, touch was misattributed toward limbs that matched the touched limb with respect to limb type, body side, and canonical rather than actual side of external space. Importantly, these three spatial representations account for the increase in misattributions toward homologous limbs with crossing as well (Figures 1C and 1D, gray bars). For instance, when the right hand is touched, limb type activates the two hands, body side activates the right hand and foot, and the canonical spatial representation activates limbs located at the right side of external space. Crossing the hands results in relatively more activation of the right than of the left hand, rendering left-hand responses unlikely (Figure 1B, II-II and II-X). When the hands are crossed, both limb type and the right hand’s canonical hemispace activate the left hand, rendering left-hand responses more likely (Figure 1B, X-II and X-X).

Phantom-Error Patterns Are Unaffected by the Second Touch

The experiment involved two stimuli, which leads to more errors than do single-touch variants [15]. We examined whether timing and location of the second touch affected phantom errors. Phantom-error rates increased with decreasing time intervals between the two tactile stimuli, but the pattern of phantom errors remained stable (50 ms and 110 ms, Spearman’s rho, $p = 0.964$, $p < 0.001$; 50 ms and 300 ms, $p = 0.867$, $p = 0.003$; 110 ms and 300 ms, $p = 0.939$, $p < 0.001$; experiments 2–5, see Data S1C). The analysis with respect to the relative location of the second touch (see STAR Methods for details) revealed no significant results (Data S1D). In sum, the pattern of phantom errors depended only on the location of the first touch.

Phantom Errors Occur Also When Only a Single Touch Is Presented

Next, we assessed whether phantom errors generalize across stimulation contexts. Experiment 2 closely resembled the first experiment, but now participants received only one tactile stimulus in half of the trials. Phantom errors in experiment 2 were distributed as in experiment 1 for both one-stimulus ($\rho = 0.903$, $p < 0.001$; Figure 2A; see Supplemental Information for Poisson models analogous to the analysis of experiment 1) and two-stimulus ($\rho = 0.975$, $p < 0.001$; Figure 2B) trials, though mean phantom-error rates were slightly lower in one-stimulus trials. Thus, the stimulation protocol (one or two stimuli per trial) was irrelevant for the pattern of phantom errors in both experiments. The second tactile stimulus possibly fosters phantom errors by interrupting processing of the first
imply that phantom errors have a perceptual component. Data S1E), suggesting a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Longer for verbal responses than for button presses (Figure S2; sensorimotor processing [18]; however, reaction times were independent drop in phantom-error rates could indicate that analogous factors govern limb selection in tactile-perceptual and sensorimotor processing [18]; however, reaction times were longer for verbal responses than for button presses (Figure S2; Data S1E), suggesting a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Importantly, the consistent patterns across response modes imply that phantom errors have a perceptual component.

Participants Felt Similarly Confident about Misattributions toward Non-Stimulated and Stimulated Limbs

Experiment 5 tested whether phantom errors, which are responses indicating non-stimulated limbs, were associated with greater uncertainty than were temporal order errors, which are erroneous responses indicating the limb touched second. Participants reported their confidence (high or low) about having reported the correct limb after each button press. As is typical for confidence judgments, participants were significantly more confident about correct than about erroneous responses [19] (Figure 3; correct versus phantom error, $\beta = 7.55$, $p < 0.001$; correct versus temporal error, $\beta = 8.37$, $p < 0.001$), and more confident about fast than about slow responses [20, 21] ($\beta = -1.91$, $p < 0.001$). Critically, confidence ratings for phantom and temporal-order errors with similar response times were not significantly different (error type × RT, $\beta = 0.19$, $p = 0.229$; error type, $\beta = 0.85$, $p = 0.456$), suggesting that phantom errors were perceptually indistinguishable from errors with a touched limb. Confidence was not found to significantly vary with phantom-error category (Figures 2E and 2F). In summary, participants’ confidence did not significantly differ between phantom errors and errors when reporting a touched limb, suggesting similar perceptual experiences.

Modeling Indicates That Phantom Errors Are Based on Perceptual Evidence

Finally, we examined putative mechanisms behind the emergence of phantom errors by modeling the accumulation of evidence for each limb, reflected in the relative response-time distributions of correct and erroneous responses [22]. To disentangle the roles of perceptual and decision processes, we probed model components representing each processing stage (see Figure 4 and STAR Methods for a detailed description). Model comparisons (Data S1F) favored a variant that attributed phantom errors to the perceptual stage. In the selected model, sensory evidence not only for the correct limb but also for a non-stimulated limb (e.g., of the same limb type) continually arrives at the decision stage. Most tactile spatial representations point toward the correct limb. Accordingly, on average, the sensory evidence signal of the stimulated limb is stronger, evidence accumulates more quickly, and the correct response is given. However, the strength of each limb’s sensory evidence signal fluctuates randomly within and across trials, likely reflecting variations in the strength of the different spatial representations of the touched limb. Additionally, the four accumulators inhibit each other proportionally to their activation, leading to situations in which the accumulated evidence for one non-stimulated limb prevails and phantom errors arise. The combination of steadily incoming evidence toward a non-stimulated limb and trial-by-trial fluctuations in each evidence signal’s base strength was critical for reproducing empirical phantom-error rates and reaction time distributions. In contrast, model fit was not improved by components that represent the decision stage: the possibility that phantom errors are based on less accumulated evidence than correct responses, that is, a collapsing decision threshold [26], was rejected. In sum, modeling gave strong support for perceptual accounts of phantom errors.

**Figure 3. Confidence Ratings across Response Types and Reaction Time Bins in Experiment 5**

The ratio of high to low confidence ratings. Circles indicate high confidence response rates by posture of the correct limb as a function of binned reaction times (50 ms binwidth) and by response type: correct responses (green), temporal order errors (reporting the limb stimulated second; dark green), and phantom errors (reporting a non-stimulated limb; light green). Circle sizes correspond to the average number of trials per condition. Horizontal bars indicate ± 1 SEM around the group’s mean rate of high confidence ratings for each response type. Vertical bars indicate ± 1 SEM around group mean reaction times. See also Figure S2 and Data S1E.
DISCUSSION

Errors in the localization of tactile stimuli are known from illusions such as the cutaneous rabbit [27] and tactile funneling [28], where the perceived location is displaced several centimeters from the stimulus location. In contrast, the phantom errors we observed here reveal misattributions of touch toward non-stimulated limbs. Such tactile misattributions toward non-stimulated limbs have only been reported in amputees and neurological patients recovering from stroke [6–10].

On the sensory homunculus of primary somatosensory cortex (SI), neurons with receptive fields on different limbs are distant from each other [1], excluding overlapping representations from the stimulus location. In contrast, the phantom errors we observed here reveal misattributions of touch toward non-stimulated limbs. Such tactile misattributions toward non-stimulated limbs have only been reported in amputees and neurological patients recovering from stroke [6–10].

Stimulus Trials

(A) Model basics: in the model, noisy evidence is accumulated separately for each of the four limbs (green, stimulated limb; light green, non-stimulated limbs). The limb-choice response is given when the accumulated evidence for one of the limbs has reached the decision boundary. The four accumulators inhibit each other, with inhibition strength relative to their accumulated evidence, and they lose a fraction of the accumulated evidence in every time step (LCAs, leaky, competing accumulators [22]). Evidence accumulation starts after a random delay (vertical line), reflecting non-decision components in reaction times [23]; the drift rate (average incoming sensory evidence per time unit) of the stimulated limb (steeper arrow) is fixed to 1, and the noise (causing random fluctuations across time in the evidence signals) is Gaussian distributed and identical across accumulators. Model variants: we investigated the role of sensory and decision-making processes for the emergence of phantom errors by varying the respective components of the model. The final model was chosen based on its superior fit to the reaction time distributions for correct and phantom-error responses in one-stimulus trials of experiment 2. The best model comprised (1) positive sensory evidence toward a non-stimulated limb, (2) random initial biases, and (3) a constant decision boundary. (1) Sensory evidence toward non-stimulated limbs was implemented by means of non-zero drift rates; that is, one of the accumulators that represented non-stimulated limbs received positive evidence at each time step. The strength of this evidence signal (drift rate; less steep arrow) was a fraction of the drift rate for the stimulated limb. Additionally, the strength of all evidence signals varied randomly across trials. Including incoming sensory evidence for a non-stimulated limb proved necessary to mimic the frequency of phantom errors and correct responses across reaction times. (2) To implement initial biases toward random limbs, each limb’s evidence accumulation process started with a random positive value of accumulated evidence (random start bias). This starting bias varied randomly across limbs and trials. For crossed conditions, the best-fitting model additionally comprised a trial-independent starting bias of 5% (threshold units) toward one non-stimulated limb. Such a fixed starting bias might represent evidence gathered before the start of the modeled evidence accumulation process [24, 25]. (3) A constant decision boundary (solid horizontal line) ensures that every response is based on the same amount of evidence. Such a constant decision criterion fitted the data better than a collapsing decision boundary (dotted horizontal line) [26], which in turn formalizes an urgency to choose one of the four limbs by the end of the trial. (B) Simulated (dashed line) and observed (solid line) RT distributions for correct (green) and phantom-error (light green) responses in the single touch condition of experiment 2. Frequencies are power transformed with –2 for illustration purposes only. Model predictions are based on 10,000 trials simulated using the best fitting parameter set of the winning model; see Data S1 F for a full list of parameter values. Parameters were fitted separately for data from uncrossed (left) and crossed (right) conditions.
present results imply that this canonical spatial representation does not reflect a body coordinate but extends across hands and feet momentarily placed in the corresponding hemispace. In sum, our findings support the notion that when attributing touch to the limbs, crossing effects arise due to an automatic activation of the touched limb’s canonical side of external space.

Humans can discriminate tactile locations in external space [2]. This information could theoretically be used to attribute touch to a limb. Yet, identification of the touched limb requires categorization rather than precise computation of a tactile location. Body-related, categorical spatial representations such as limb type and body side correspond inherently to the categorical nature of the task and provide all information necessary to identify the touched limb. Notably, our results suggest that the limbs’ locations in space are established correctly, given that response limbs were chosen according to their external position. Thus, external-spatial localization of a touched limb might proceed without determining the external-spatial location of the touch itself. In contrast, external-spatial representations of touch likely serve tactile localization in continuous external space, for example, to guide precise movements, such as swatting a mosquito or scratching a bite.

In conclusion, tactile percepts can arise at body locations distant from the stimulus’s location in somatotopic or external-spatial maps. Across five experiments, attribution of touch to a limb relied on the stimulated limb’s type, body side, and canonical side of external space. The limbs’ locations in external space influenced limb choices, but they did so independent of stimulus location, incompatible with the use of external-spatial tactile representations. Attribution of touch to a limb might occur based on categories that characterize the touched limb rather than on continuous, physical coordinates within a somatotopic or external-spatial map.
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STAR METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposited Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb choice responses in Experiments 1-5</td>
<td>GitHub</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/StephBadde/HaendeFuessePhantomErrors">https://github.com/StephBadde/HaendeFuessePhantomErrors</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and Algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R 3.5.0 (statistical analysis and modeling)</td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td><a href="https://cran.r-project.org">https://cran.r-project.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lme4 package 1.1-12 (Poisson and binomial models)</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td><a href="https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html">https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ggplot2 package 2.2.1 (graphics)</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td><a href="https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html">https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oticon Bone conductor, type BC 461-012 (tactile stimulation)</td>
<td>Oticon Ltd, Milton Keynes, UK</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Stephanie Badde (stephanie.badde@nyu.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Twenty students from the University of Hamburg (all right-handed, 5 male, 20-31 years old, mean 23 years) participated in Experiment 1; sixteen students from the University of Hamburg (all right-handed, 4 male, 19-34 years old, mean 25 years) took part in Experiment 2; eighteen students from the University of Bielefeld participated in Experiment 3 (16 right-handed, 7 male, 19-29 years old, mean 23 years); sixteen students from the University of Hamburg (all right-handed, 3 male, 19-40 years old, mean 25 years) participated in Experiment 4; twelve students from the University of Bielefeld participated in Experiment 5 (11 right-handed, 9 male, 19-29 years old, mean 24 years). Sample sizes were determined based on previous experiments and no participant was excluded. All participants recruited for any of the experiments reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and absence of tactile or motor impairments. They received course credit or were compensated with 7 Euro/hour. The study was approved by the ethical board of the German psychological society and all experiments were conducted in accordance with the general guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants gave written informed consent prior to the beginning of the experiment.

METHOD DETAILS

Apparatus and Stimuli

In Experiment 1, participants sat on the floor, resting their hands on transparent platforms 20 cm above their feet (Figure 1A). The hands were placed 20 cm apart, and the feet were vertically aligned with the hands. Participants’ arms and legs were positioned either crossed or uncrossed. In the crossed conditions, a foam cushion was placed underneath the elbow of the upper arm and between the legs to avoid skin contact between crossed limbs. To avoid muscle fatigue, participants’ backs and knees were supported by cushions, and the legs were bound loosely together with elastic band to prevent the knees from falling outward. Large response buttons were placed underneath both hands and fixed perpendicular to the floor next to both feet so that they could be pressed comfortably by a slight ankle movement. Tactile stimulators (Oticon bone conductors, type BC 461-012, Oticon Ltd, Milton Keynes, UK, sized about 1.6 \( \times \) 1.0 \( \times \) 0.8 cm) were taped to the webbing between thumb and index finger of the hands and the corresponding location on the feet, 2 cm proximal of the first metatarsalphalangeal joint. Stimuli consisted of 15 ms vibrations at a frequency of 167 Hz. Before each session, stimulation intensity of the four stimulators was adjusted by changing the pulse width of the rectangular stimulus signal. The intensity was set so that the perceived stimulus strength was distinctly suprathreshold and subjectively matched across all limbs. After each block, participants indicated whether the stimulus intensities needed to be readjusted.

Participants wore ear plugs and headphones playing white noise to shield off any auditory cues produced by the tactile stimulators. They were instructed to fixate on a central marker positioned so that hands and feet were located within participants’ peripheral visual...
field. Experiments were controlled by Presentation, version 14.5 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA), which interfaced with custom-built hardware to drive stimulators and record responses.

Apparatus and stimuli of Experiment 2 were identical to those of Experiment 1.

In Experiment 3, the distance between hands and feet was increased; participants sat on a chair and rested their hands on a transparent platform 70 cm above their feet. Otherwise, apparatus and stimuli of Experiment 3 were identical to those of Experiment 1.

In Experiment 4, a different response mode was employed. Participants wore cotton sleeves covering hands and feet. Each limb’s sleeve had a different color (blue, green, red, yellow). Participants responded by calling out the colors to refer to the different limbs. Verbal responses were recorded using a microphone. Response time was measured using voice key, and the color response was manually recorded by the experimenter.

In Experiment 5, an additional response was required. Limb choice responses were again given by button press. After the button press, participants indicated verbally whether they had high or low confidence that the limb choice response was correct. As in Experiment 4, verbal responses were recorded using a microphone. Response time was measured using voice key, and the identity of the response was recorded online by the experimenter.

Tasks
In Experiments 1, 3, 4, and 5, two consecutive tactile stimuli, each to a different limb, were presented in each trial. Participants had to indicate which of the two tactile stimuli had occurred first by reporting the respective limb. Responses had to be withheld until the second tactile stimulus had been presented. No feedback was provided.

In Experiment 2, only one stimulus was presented in half of the trials. Participants reported the location of the first stimulus and ignored the second one if necessary.

In Experiment 5, the touch attribution task was followed by a confidence judgment, where participants indicated whether they had high or low confidence that the preceding limb choice response was correct.

Design and Procedure
Trials varied with respect to the posture of hands and feet, the stimulated limbs, and the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of the stimuli. In Experiment 1, each combination of hand and foot posture (levels: uncrossed-uncrossed, uncrossed-crossed, crossed-uncrossed, and crossed-crossed), stimulated limbs (levels: all twelve combinations of one of the four limbs with one of the three other limbs), and SOA (levels: 50, 110, and 300 ms) was repeated twelve times. The experiment was divided into 48 blocks of 36 trials each.

Participants completed the experiment in around six hours divided into 2–3 sessions of self-determined length usually conducted on different days. To check for influences of experiment duration, we predicted block-wise phantom-error rates from the position of the block within its session. No influence of the number of previously completed blocks on phantom-error rates was found (uncrossed: $\beta = 0.00, p = 0.175$; crossed: $\beta = 0.00, p = 0.468$).

Response times were restricted to 3000 ms. Trials were repeated at the end of the block if participants did not give a valid response (no response within the response time limits, 2.96% of trials; premature response, that is, response time shorter than 200 ms, 0.68% of trials; more than one response given, 1.98% of trials) and if the response was given with a non-stimulated limb (phantom error). We analyzed the data once including and once excluding repetitions, and verified that the pattern of phantom errors was independent of the repetitions (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, $\rho = 0.976, p < .001$). Inter-trial intervals varied randomly from 2 to 2.5 s (uniform distribution). The stimulated limbs and SOA varied within blocks, each combination was presented once per block. Foot crossing status was changed every two blocks, and hand crossing status every four blocks. Condition order was counterbalanced across participants.

In the two-stimuli context of Experiment 2, each combination of posture, stimulated limbs, and SOA (levels: 110 and 300 ms) was repeated twelve times. In the one-stimulus context, each combination of stimulated limb (levels: left hand, right hand, left foot, and right foot) with posture was repeated 36 times. Experiment 2 comprised 48 blocks of 48 trials each and took around six hours to complete. The number of stimuli was varied within block, and the other conditions were varied as in Experiment 1.

Design and procedure of Experiment 3 were fully identical to those of Experiment 1.

The design of Experiment 4 was identical to that of Experiment 1. In Experiment 4, trials were not restricted in duration and the colored sleeves were re-attached after every change of posture to keep color assignment constant with respect to external space. Experiment 4 took around eight hours to complete.

The design of Experiment 5 was identical to that of Experiment 1. A tone served as a response cue for the confidence task and was presented 200–800 ms (uniform distribution) after the limb choice response was registered. Response times for button presses and for verbal confidence reports were restricted to 3000 ms. Experiment 5 took around eight hours to complete.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis
Response categories
Responses were coded with respect to the posture (uncrossed and crossed) and type (hand and foot) of the correct limb and in reference to response accuracy: (a) correct response with the limb that received the first stimulus; (b) erroneous response with the limb that received the second stimulus, a temporal order error; (c) erroneous response with a non-stimulated limb, a phantom error. As all experiments employed only a small set of SOAs, responses were pooled across SOAs. We further pooled across the identity of the
limb stimulated second, so that phantom errors could occur with equal probability at all three incorrect limbs. By doing so, we were able to analyze phantom errors independent of temporal order errors. Phantom errors were further categorized based on the relation between the limb that received the (first) tactile stimulus and the reported limb (Figure 1A). Phantom error responses could either be given with the limb homologous to the limb corresponding to the correct response (gray), or with a non-homologous limb (purple). Non-homologous limb responses could report either limbs of the same (light and dark red) or the opposite body side (light and dark blue), and the reported limb could be positioned either in the same (dark red and blue) or opposite (light red and blue) side of space as the correct limb.

Pattern of phantom errors – within experiments
To test which factors predicted the pattern of phantom errors, we fitted Poisson models, that is, generalized linear mixed models with Poisson distribution family and log link function, to participants’ phantom-error counts.

The first model used the homology of limb type between correct and reported limb (levels: homologous and non-homologous) as well as the type (levels: hand and foot) and posture (levels: uncrossed and crossed) of the correct limb as fixed factors. The second model focused on phantom errors reporting non-homologous limbs. It differentiated between body side (levels: same and other body side) and side of space (levels: same and other side of external space) correspondences between correct and reported limb. The model simultaneously controlled for the posture of the correct limb. Thus, the first model addressed the limb type of the correct and the reported limb, and the second model the spatial relations between these two limbs. It was necessary to separate the two analyses, as these predictors are interdependent; phantom errors reporting a limb of the same type as the correct one by definition always report a limb from the other side of the body and located at the other side of space.

To test which factors predicted participants’ confidence ratings in Experiment 5, we fitted logistic models, that is, generalized linear mixed models with binomial distribution family and a logit link function, to participants’ binary confidence responses. The first model predicted confidence ratings from the reaction time and response type (correct response, temporal order error, and phantom error) of the rated button press. Reaction times were log-transformed to reduce the skewness of their distribution. Treatment contrasts were used to directly estimate the difference in confidence between two response types; the contrasts were re-leveled, and the model was re-evaluated to test the third pairing of response types. Two additional models predicted confidence ratings exclusively in trials in which the response was a phantom error. The first model used the limb type of the correct and the reported limb combined with posture of the correct limb and reaction times as predictors. The second model used body side and side of space combined with posture of the correct limb and reaction times of the limb choice response as predictors.

10,000 parametric bootstraps were performed for each model to estimate confidence intervals for every parameter and evaluate its significance. Significant interactions were followed up by sub-models.

Pattern of phantom errors – within experiments II
To analyze effects of the timing of the second stimulus onto the pattern of phantom errors across the limbs, we determined the number of phantom error responses per category (Figure 1A) and per posture of the correct limb separately for each SOA. To quantify the similarity of those categorical frequency distributions across SOA conditions, we calculated the rank correlation coefficient Spearman’s ρ for each pairing of SOAs and tested the resulting statistic against 0 by transforming the coefficient into a z-value (see Data S1C).

To analyze effects of the position of the second stimulus onto the pattern of phantom errors across the limbs, we coded the 12 different combinations of first and second stimulated limb according to their relation: the second touch could be located at the homologous limb or at a non-homologous limb of either the same or the other body side as the limb touched first. Direct comparisons of phantom-error frequencies across these conditions (second touch at (1) homologous limb, (2) non-homologous limb of the same body side, and (3) non-homologous limb of the other body side) were impossible due to a confound between the relative location of the second touch and error type. Each of the three conditions precludes a different type of phantom error. For example, if both tactile stimuli have been applied to the hands, phantom-error responses with a homologous limb cannot occur; if the stimuli have been applied to the right hand and foot, phantom-error responses with limbs of the same side of the body cannot occur. These errors are temporal order errors, the limb stimulated second is reported. To overcome this confound, we compared the rate of correct responses across the three different stimulation categories and the two postures. Significant interactions between posture of the correct limb and stimulus pair were followed-up by pairwise comparisons of stimulus conditions within each posture condition (see Data S1D).

Pattern of phantom errors – between experiments
Here, we determined the number of phantom-error responses per category (Figure 1A) and per posture of the correct limb for each experiment. The different stimulation contexts of Experiment 2 were treated as separate experiments. To quantify the similarity across experiments, we calculated Spearman’s ρ for each pairing of Experiment 1 with one of the other experiments.

With regard to Experiment 3, we were especially interested in the question of whether the effect of side of space on phantom errors was different from the corresponding effect in Experiment 1. To this aim, we fitted a Poisson model (predictors: posture of the correct limb, body side, side of space, and experiment (levels: Experiments 1 and 3)) to participants’ individual counts of phantom-error responses with limbs non-homologous to the correct one.
Reaction times
For each participant, we determined the mode of the reaction time (RT) distribution based on Kernel densities estimated separately for each response type, that is, correct responses, temporal order errors, and phantom errors, and both postures of the correct limb. RT modes were analyzed with a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors response type and posture of the correct limb. Significant effects were followed-up using pairwise paired t tests (see Figure S2 and Data S1 E for RT data).

Modeling
To test the role of perceptual and decision making processes for the emergence of phantom errors we fitted leaky, competing accumulator (LCA) models [27] to the RT distributions of correct and phantom-error responses in one-stimulus trials of Experiment 2. All models comprised one accumulator for each of the four limbs. Evidence accumulation stopped when one accumulator reached the decision bound. If none of the accumulators had reached the decision bound within the trial time of 3000 ms, the trial was deemed invalid. For model evaluation, time was discretized into 50 ms bins. We simulated 10,000 trials every time the model was evaluated. The model contained a reflective bound, that is, negative evidence was not allowed. In every time step $dt/T$ the accumulated evidence $r_i$ was updated according to

$$dx_i = \left( \rho_i - \kappa x_i + \beta \sum_{j=1}^{4} x_j \right) \frac{dt}{T} + \xi \sqrt{\frac{dt}{T}}$$

where $\xi$ is a Gaussian noise term (Equation 4 [27]). Across accumulators, the noise was independent and identically distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation $\sigma_x$. Each LCA model variant included the following parameters: $\beta \in [0, 1]$ the degree of mutual inhibition between the four accumulators, $\kappa \in [0, 1]$ the degree of evidence leakage from one time step to another, $\tau$ the threshold value serving as a decision boundary, $t_{\text{off}}$ the non-decision time and $\sigma_{\text{off}}$ the spread of the non-decision time’s random uniform variation, as well as $\sigma_x$ the standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed processing noise of each accumulator. To scrutinize the processes involved in the generation of phantom errors, we additionally included subsets of the following parameters: $\rho_i$ the strength of the input signal to a non-stimulated limb relative to the strength of the input signal to the stimulated limb, with the latter fixed to 1, $\sigma_p$ the spread of a uniform distribution adding random variation across trials to the input signals of all four accumulators, $b$ a shift in the degree of evidence for one or several accumulators at time 0, that is, a bias toward one or several limbs at the start of accumulation process given in threshold units, $\sigma_{\text{b}}$ the spread of a uniform distribution adding random variation across trials to the starting evidence for each accumulator (again in threshold units), and two parameters characterizing a collapsing decision boundary [23], $k_t$ the steepness of the decline as well as $s$ the time point within a trial at which the decision boundary was reduced to half of the original threshold.

During parameter fitting, goodness-of-fit was quantified by means of $\chi^2$ – values capturing the difference between the observed and the predicted number of correct and phantom responses in nine RT bins (boundaries at 0.025, 0.05, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.85, 0.95, and 0.975 percentiles of the observed data; determined separately for correct and phantom-error responses). The parameter space was high-dimensional and non-monotonic with collinearities between some parameters. We employed a two-step approach to find the best fitting parameter set for each model variant. First, we conducted a grid-search to identify the ten best-fitting values for each subset of parameters that defined a model variant. Several million grid points were evaluated. Second, using these parameter sets as starting points we fitted the parameters using conditional maximization, that is, dividing the parameter space into disjunctive subsets, and iteratively optimizing the subsets of parameters using the Nelder-Mead algorithm while temporarily fixing the other parameters. Within one iteration of the conditional maximization procedure, each simplex was run five times with equally spaced starting points. The best-fitting subset was chosen and fixed for the next iteration of the conditional maximization procedure. 200 iterations were run for each parameter set. Finally, the best fitting model across model variants was determined based on BIC values, which additionally account for the number of parameters of each model.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data is available on GitHub, https://github.com/StephBadde/HaendeFuessePhantomErrors.